Example: if the card showing is
the 5 of clubs, you could play any
5, any club, or any wild card.

OH FRUCK! is a shedding-style card game, like
Crazy 8s or Switch. To win, be the first player to
discard all of your playing cards.
The game is played with two separate decks: a
deck of Playing Cards and a deck of Special
Rule Cards.
Each time you play, the combination of special
rules changes, so it’s never the same game twice!

THE CARDS
76 Playing Cards: 52 standard cards, 20 action
cards, and 4 wild cards.
29 Special Rule Cards: 26 special rules and
3 blank House Rules.

THE SET-UP
Combine all 76 Playing Cards into one large
deck and shuffle.
Deal 8 Playing Cards to each player.
Place the remainder of the deck face down to
form the Draw pile. Turn over the top card to
start the Discard pile.

Keep track of all the Special Rules! Calling out
players when they break the rules and forcing
them to draw additional cards is a great strategy for winning!

Shuffle the deck of Special Rules cards. If it’s your
first time playing, leave out the 3 House Rules.
Turn over the top 3 cards and read them out loud.
Some rules apply to all players, and some only to
the player who is discarding, so pay attention!

You can limit the number of Special Rule cards
in a game, or allow them to keep piling up.
See the next page for gameplay variations.

YOU’RE READY TO PLAY!

House Rules The game comes with 3 blank
cards, so you can add your own rules. When
you come up with a rule, write it on one of the
blank cards in pencil. Be sure to visit
OhFruck.com to share your rules with us and
your fellow Fruckers!

When you play this suited card, the
next player is Frucked and must
draw a card at the start of their
turn before their usual discard.
A player can avoid being Frucked
by playing one of the following:
Another YOU’RE FRUCKED! card of any suit. Play moves
to the next player, who is now doubly Frucked!
BOUNCE BACK card of the same suit. The direction of
play reverses back to you, and now you’re Frucked!
YOU’RE TOTALLY FRUCKED! wild card. The number of
cards to be drawn increases by three, and play moves to
the next player, who must draw and lose a turn.

When you play this suited card, the
direction of play switches. This card
is especially useful for bouncing
YOU’RE FRUCKED! cards back to the
previous player without having to draw.

When you play this card, go again!
Discard any other card of your choice.
This card won’t stop you from being
Frucked. Otherwise, it may be played at
any time and on any card.
When you play this card, the next
player must draw three cards and
loses their turn.
The player must also draw the
corresponding number of cards for
any YOU’RE FRUCKED! cards that
have been piling up.
After the player has drawn, the player after them
chooses the new suit and may play any card.
This card may be played at any time on any card.
If discarded during a blitz, it ends the blitz.

YOU’RE FRUCKED! cards can pile up! As long
as the suits or cards match, YOU’RE FRUCKED!
and BOUNCE BACK cards can be played on
top of each other. When a player can’t play, or
a YOU’RE TOTALLY FRUCKED! card is played,
that player will draw the total number of cards.
BLITZ! cards are powerful, so hold
onto them. With luck and strategy,
you might be able to discard your
entire hand all at once and win!
When you play this suited card,
continue discarding, as long as
each subsequent card matches the suit or rank
of the previous card.
A player who’s blitzing may discard YOU’RE
FRUCKED! and BOUNCE BACK cards during the
blitz, but only the last card discarded applies to
the next player.
This card may only be played on the matching suit
or on another BLITZ! card. It does not stop a
player from being Frucked.
When you play this suited card, flip
over the top card of the Special Rules
deck and read the new rule out loud.
Place the new rule alongside the
existing rules. It goes into effect
immediately.

THREE RULE LIMIT. Remove the NEW RULE! cards
from the deck and only play with the three Special
Rules from the initial flop. Great for novice Fruckers!
FAST FRUCK. Need a quick fix? For a faster, less
raucous game, remove the NEW RULE! cards from
the deck and play without any special rules.
HOUSE RULE-ETTE. Leave the House Rule cards
blank. A player who turns over a House Rule
during the game gets to decide what the rule will
be. If one appears in the flop, the dealer decides.
DEALER’S CHOICE. The dealer of each round
gets to choose the first three Special Rules.
When playing with more than 6 players, we suggest
combining two OH FRUCK! Playing Card decks into a
single 152-card deck. Use one set of 26 Special Rule
cards. Include as many House Rule cards as you'd like.
Then, deal fewer cards per player. For 7 players, deal
7 cards per player. For 8 players, deal 6 cards per
player. For 9 players or more, deal 5 cards per player.
Your OH FRUCK! deck can be used to play your
favorite classic card games. Simply remove the
Action Cards and Wild Cards.
Visit OhFruck.com for strategy tips and more!
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